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Abstract: Though scientific misconduct perpetrated by authors has received much press,
little attention has been given to the role of journal editors. This article discusses cases and
types of “editorial misconduct”, in which the action or inaction of editorial agents ended
in publication of fraudulent work and/or poor or failed retractions of such works, all of
which ultimately harm scientific integrity and the integrity of the journals involved. Rare
but existent, editorial misconduct ranges in severity and includes deliberate omission or
ignorance of peer review, insufficient guidelines for authors, weak or disingenuous
retraction notices, and refusal to retract. The factors responsible for editorial misconduct
and the options to address these are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Different organizations have different definitions of “research misconduct,” [1]. Common
components include plagiarism and fabrication or manipulation of data [2]. Though often associated
with deliberate fraud by aberrant personalities, we now accept that misconduct is a general problem
including violations by well-meaning authors ignorant of proper research ethics [2,3]. Misconduct is
rare and, when discovered, usually results in retraction [2], but its consequences remain. High-profile
cases damage the reputations of journals, authors, and scientific integrity as a whole [4], and retracted
works are often still trusted years later [5]. An extreme case is the Wakefield hoax, in which an article
in The Lancet fraudulently linking vaccines to autism [6] led to global declines in vaccination, despite
its retraction and public debunking [7]. Given these costs, timely retractions and the prevention of
suspect article publication are critical, for which the responsibility lies with journal editors.
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Papers on academic integrity have focused on authors, with the role of editors limited to preventing
or catching misconduct [8,9]. Rare publications of fraud are blamed on the fraudster’s skill or failures
of the peer review system [10]. Yet editors, like researchers, are human: they have their own
motivations and biases, are often unpaid for their efforts, and are burdened with ever increasing article
submission rates [9]. This review considers the concept of “editorial misconduct”, where improper
publication is traceable to action or inaction by editors. Here we define the term, review cases thereof,
and describe its causes and possible solutions.
2. Definition of Editorial Misconduct
Like research misconduct, editorial misconduct ranges in form, severity, and frequency. Again, the
term does not presume malicious intent, nor does it diminish the seriousness of author misconduct, but
is simply another element to the problem. No one denies the challenges of being an editor, but the
reality is that avoidable mistakes do happen, and some are not easily excused.
Definitions of editorial misconduct will vary. We provide a working definition here as when an
editorial agent, through action or inaction, fails to uphold the journal’s mission. This includes
maintaining low barriers to entry, negligent peer review, and lowering standards for specific articles,
which all enable fraudulent publication. This definition does not include failure of good-faith efforts to
detect author misconduct, but focuses on occasions where such efforts were lacking or omitted. Also
included are incomplete, hidden, or nonexistent retractions of discovered frauds. Potentially includable
are publishing articles outside the journal’s scope, failure to disclose conflicts of interest, and poor
regulation of advertisements [11]; which all harm the journal’s perceived legitimacy, objectivity, and
accuracy [12].
3. Manifestation and Extent of Editorial Misconduct
3.1. Pre-Publication: Author Guidelines and Peer Review
The most benign and common form of editorial misconduct is insufficient preventative measures.
Clear author instructions on ethical issues and descriptions of the procedures a journal uses to detect and
respond to misconduct can prevent submission of bad papers [13]. For example, after discovering
gift-authorships were linked to misconduct, many journals required authors to state what role each author
played in the production of a paper [14,15]. Much reported misconduct today involves manipulated
photographs [4,16,17], and often the responsible authors did not have “intent to deceive” [18], but just
touched up images without knowing such manipulations were inappropriate [19]. Clear instructions on
acceptable image manipulation can prevent such errors, yet such rules are lacking or insufficient in
most journals [20,21].
When an author deliberately violates such guidelines, peer review can catch the fraud [10], but only
if it is used. In 1996, physicist Alan Sokal successfully published a paper in the postmodernist journal
Social Text [22] that was “liberally salted with nonsense” [23]. The editors later admitted that
Social Text did not use any form of external peer review for any submissions [24]. That scenario is not
unique. Absent peer review among social science journals had been demonstrated before Sokal [25],
and even today many science journals eschew external peer review [26], though the number is
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decreasing. Physics papers published by French television personalities Igor and Grichka Vogdanov
have long been suspected to be jargon-heavy hoaxes [27]. A 2013 sting operation by the journal
Science found 157 out of 304 open access journals accepted a “flawed and unpublishable paper” [28].
Perhaps the most inexcusably published hoax to date is the 2013 publication in a Romanian materials
science journal, Metalurgia International, of a nonsensical article that not only cites Sokal’s hoax
paper, but also cites works in nonexistent journals by “scientists” like Michael Jackson, Ron Jeremy,
and Borat [29]. It even included photographs of the authors in false moustaches and wigs, yet was
published without any changes requested.
Exactly when a paper is so obviously fraudulent such that its publication is due to negligence
rather than bad luck is debatable. Consider a 2008 Proteomics article that claimed in the title that
mitochondria are “the missing link between body and soul” [30], and alluded to “a single common
fingerprint initiated by a mighty creator” and the “wisdom of the soul devoted to guaranteeing life”.
Investigation revealed plagiarism and the article was retracted [30,31], but public confidence in the
journal and Editor Michael Dunn was shaken. Dunn blamed “human error… in the normally rigorous
peer review process” [32], but a report of the USA’s National Center for Science Education concluded:
“…the reviewers were very sloppy, incompetent, or both; at the very least they were
inattentive in this case, despite the editor’s claims to the contrary. And Dunn himself is not
without responsibility in this case: he must have seen the reference to ‘the soul’ in the
article’s title, and he should have been more pro-active. His failure to make any public
statement about the creationist claims in the article also raises questions about the
leadership at the journal.” [31]
Selective review, caused by what Sokal called “ideological preconceptions” [23], can also be a
problem. When articles promote editors’ beliefs, even if they are unrelated or in contrast to the
journal’s mission statement, editors may relax their standards and miss obvious author misconduct.
Though perhaps expected in political publications, science journals are not immune to bias. An
example is a 2004 article in Diabetes Voice allegedly about “Life with Diabetes in the Gaza Strip”.
The abstract did not mention diabetes at all, but was a “one sided and highly-distorted version of
history… entirely inconsistent with the goals proclaimed by Diabetes Voice [and] the International
Diabetes Federation” [33], and was itself plagiarized from another source [34]. The article’s content
was also factually wrong, using mistruths to paint Israel in a negative light [35]. Acknowledging both
authorial and editorial misconduct, the International Diabetes Foundation publicly apologized [34],
Diabetes Voice removed the abstract from the website, and the editor-in-chief resigned. Multiple
similar examples can be found in The Lancet [36,37], including an anti-Israel polemic that did not cite
sources or have any references and was eventually retracted “because of factual inaccuracies” [38].
While editors are no more immune to ideological preconceptions than anyone else, their positions
require some impartiality, as peer review must be enforced equally for all authors.
Rare cases exist when editors abused their power. In 1994, Malcolm Pearce published four papers
in the British Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (BJOG), where he was assistant editor, about
research on patients that never existed [1]. His actions included editorial misconduct as not only did he
not request peer review for some of his papers, but also he did not get a letter of submission signed by
all co-authors [39]. The latter included Geoffrey Chamberlain, a professor at the same medical school
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as Pearce and editor-in-chief and owner of BJOG. Chamberlain resigned his BJOG positions before he
could be investigated for misconduct (editorial or research), but a report on the affair concluded that
the journal “did not put up as many barriers to the publication of fraud as they might” [40].
3.2. Post-Publication—Retraction Misconduct
Once a journal is certain a published paper contains error or misconduct, they must publish
a correction or withdrawal [14]. According to the International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors (ICMJE):
“The retraction, so labeled, should appear in a prominent section of the journal, be listed
in the contents page, and include in its heading the title of the original article… Ideally, the
first author should be the same in the retraction as in the article, although under certain
circumstances the editor may accept retractions by other responsible persons. The text of
the retraction should explain why the article is being retracted and include a bibliographic
reference to it.” [14]
The advent of online publishing adds duties/opportunities to editors. Online and PDF article copies
should remain accessible, but marked as retracted. If the retraction notice is published separately, it
must be electronically indexed and include links to the article, and vice versa [41]. Unfortunately,
many journals fail to meet the ICMJE guidelines. For example, BJOG retracted the Pearce papers
through a single notice entitled “Retraction of Articles” [42], whose online abstract is blank, and text is
behind a paywall. The original articles are still available online, with no indication anywhere that they
are retracted. Since then, authors apparently unaware of their unreliability cited the articles at least
eight times, once in 2013. Positive citation of retracted papers is a constant problem [43,44], but should
be less frequent in properly marked papers.
Sometimes retraction notices themselves should require review. A retraction notice in The EMBO
Journal for a paper using fabricated data includes this line: “The authors declare that key experiments
presented in the majority of these figures were recently reproduced and that the results confirmed the
experimental data and the conclusions drawn from them” [45]. No citations or data are given for this
claim. Nature recently published a similar “corrigendum” [46]. Even if these authors are telling the truth
(while admitting to prior fraud), such claims should be subject to peer review and, if false, rejected.
Retractions must also be timely. Here it is difficult to blame editors, for fraud investigations take
time and the cooperation of research institutions [47]. When an author requests retraction, however,
the response should be swift. Consider the Wakefield paper. A 2004 investigation revealed he had
financial interest in attacking MMR vaccines [48]. Subsequently, ten of the original authors wrote a
“Retraction of an interpretation”, disavowing the vaccine-autism link, but claiming the main thrust
describing a novel intestinal lesion was still valid [49]. Following the 2010 revelation that the
experiments lacked ethics committee approval, The Lancet fully retracted the paper [6]. In the over
twelve years it took The Lancet to reverse the decision they publicly denounced after six years [48] and
were torn over from the start [50], vaccination rates in the West fell dramatically, with a death toll in
the thousands [7]. The article’s severe public health consequences should have emboldened the editors
to err on the side of caution and to consider any misconduct as invalidating the entire article [43,51].
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The most unethical response to known misconduct is not retracting at all. In 2005 the USA Office
of Research Integrity (ORI) found Dr. Eric Poehlman guilty of fabricating data on 10 papers and
17 NIH grant applications. Besides prison, his sentence included writing letters of retraction to several
journals, and his institution had been sending letters even earlier. Of the three journals the university
contacted in 2006, however, only one issued retractions [41]. As of 2013, two of the 10 papers ORI
named [52] are completely un-retracted. Other examples include the works of John Darsee and Mark
Spector, suggesting hesitation to retract is a common problem [47].
4. Conclusions: Causes and Preventative Strategies
The extent to which journals neglect peer review is likely unknowable, except through the
self-policing nature of science (the Proteomics and Diabetes Voice cases) and the action of “scientific
activists” like Dragan Djuric, author of the Metalurgia International hoax. He highlighted the problem of
predatory journals that charge authors publication fees but omit peer review [29,53]. Though around for
years, such journals are proliferating today via the Open Access model and online-only publication [28].
(Note that most open access journals do not fit this description: open access biomedical journals are
equally reliable as biomedical literature in general and much more forthcoming about the nature of
their errors than pay-for-access literature [54].) Predatory journals are extreme cases, yet they are
symptoms of wider systemic problems. When such journals somehow obtain an impact factor, authors
may deliberately submit there to boost their publication record. Djuric reported this was a common
practice in Serbia and Romania, which he criticized through his hoax [53]. Changing academic
cultures that overly focus on publication number requirements for tenure or promotion can thus reduce
the attractiveness of predatory journals to their prey.
Why would journals avoid or disguise a retraction? Besides saving face, editors may forgo
retraction to avoid libel lawsuits [2,55,56]. Some editors will not retract without proof beyond a
reasonable doubt that misconduct occurred, which takes time to acquire, or expressly-written retraction
requests from the authors or research institutions [57]. The latter may never come if universities do
not publicize their results, prefer negotiated resignations to retraction, or are unwilling to pursue
investigations once an author has left the institution [47,58]. Editors can decide for themselves how
long to wait or how hard to push for responses. However, when such letters do arrive, the journals have
no excuse not to retract. The “retraction inertia” of some Poehlman journals cannot be attributed to
legal concerns, and must be counted as a form of editorial misconduct.
Editorial misconduct reduction strategies are often the same as for research misconduct [56], with
publishing and enforcing ethical guidelines for authors as the most needed and easiest solution.
Mandating external review, preventing editors from reviewing their own articles, and omitting “partial
retractions” in favor of full retraction can prevent misconduct as in the Sokal, Pearce, and Wakefield
affairs respectively. Less useful is government oversight: Researchers, editors, and funding agencies
agree that government inspections of either labs or journals to try to catch misconduct would be a
disastrous impediment to research far greater than misconduct itself [2,58]. However, journals or
institutions can and should run periodical data audits to see just how prevalent misconduct is [8].
A widely suggested method to improve publishing integrity is making the peer review process
publicly accessible [59]. Communications between editors and authors, reviewers’ comments, and even
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article drafts could be made available online. This transparency would not only immediately demonstrate
whether a paper received review at all, but also allow readers to judge the review’s quality and check for
editorial misconduct. One problem with this idea, besides increased work for already strained editors,
is that reviews of rejected papers will not be available. The number of unfairly rejected papers, such as
those with negative results [25], or which counter the editors’ political beliefs, may never be known. In
addition, open reviews may be less frank than confidential reviews, and could take longer to return, as
referees might worry about their wording. Recruitment of new referees will also be even harder.
Some authors suggested abolishing peer review altogether [10,56]. All evidence suggests review
measurably improves the quality of published articles, usually filters out bad papers, and redirects
good ones to more appropriate journals. However, the system is expensive for the journal and
thankless for the unpaid reviewer: The aforementioned publish-or-perish culture does not value time
spent reviewing [60]. Reviews are subject to confirmation bias, though this is not necessarily negative:
Researchers have shown that this bias for positive results increases the content richness of the scientific
record and makes meta-analyses more accurate [61,62]. Rarely, reviewers engage in misconduct by
denying a paper then resubmitting it as their own, as in the Vijay Soman scandal [63]. Alternatively,
papers are published immediately and reviewed online by readers. The main criticism is that, while
scientists are fit to review articles, the public is not, so the possibility of harm to unqualified readers
exists [64]. Online review is also subject to “herding”, where scientists are unwilling to publicly
disagree with the views of the majority or senior scientists [61,64]. A better solution is recognizing and
rewarding quality reviewers as we do quality authors via a “Reviewer Index” [60].
Another possibility is making all retraction notices or corrections open access, regardless of the
original articles’ availability. Charging readers to learn of journals’ mistakes or authors’ misconduct is
unethical, especially for public health articles [43]. Open, thorough retractions also reduce lawsuit risk:
journals can explicitly state why articles were retracted and show evidence. An exemplary retraction
is that of a 2012 Food and Chemical Toxicology (FCT) study tying genetically-modified corn to
cancer [65]. Freely available online, it cites the original authors and title and links to the original paper
and FCT’s retraction policy based on ICMJE recommendations [14]. The article’s webpage links to the
retraction and to every response published in FCT. The abstract is replaced with the full retraction
notice, which explains the cause for retraction and details the investigation of the authors, their raw
data, and the peer review system, while commending the authors for their cooperation. In this case no
author or editor misconduct occurred: the paper simply did not receive sufficient statistical analysis
during peer review. Still, given its potential public health and policy impact and the high cost of
research needed to correct the error [43], the decision to formally retract the article and its presentation
should be lauded.
As the academic community holds itself to high standards, considering all sources of error and
holding all responsible parties accountable is necessary to preserve the integrity of our fields [41,58].
For their part, the editors of most major journals are behaving admirably and adapting to modern
needs. Creating systemic changes like rewarding reviewing or de-emphasizing number of publications
in measures of a researcher’s value will be more challenging.
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